Across
3. You want to stay in the ____ from 11am-3pm
4. Slide on your ____
10. When this is 3 or higher you should protect yourself by using SunSense
11. You should be extra careful in the sun from ____ to September
12. _____ on your protective clothing
13. Sunscreen should be ______
14. Practice your ______

Down
1. This pigment protects your skin
2. Wear these in the summer so you know if the UV index is high
5. These rays come from the sun
6. You can bring your own shade by bringing a _____
7. ____ on your hat
8. Slop on your___
9. A fun place to go if you’re being sun safe!
Crossword Answers

slap / ____ on your hat

sunscreen / Slop on your____

shade / You want to stay in the ____ from 11am-3pm

ultraviolet / These rays come from the sun

waterproof / Sunscreen should be _____

slip / _____ on your protective clothing

sunglasses / Slide on your____

umbrella / You can bring your own shade by bringing a _____

beach / A fun place to go if you’re being sun safe!

SunSense / Practice your_____

melanin / This pigment protects your skin

april / You should be extra careful in the sun from ____ to September

UVindex / When this is 3 or higher you should protect yourself by using SunSense

UVbeads / Wear these in the summer so you know if the UV index is high